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		When we wrote the first edition of iPhone SDK Development, we knew we
	
		weren’t writing something like The C Programming Language that would live
	
		on unchanged for decades. But was two years on the shelf too much to ask
	
		for?
	


	
		Apparently so! And we’re not complaining. Since the release of our first book
	
		in early 2009, the platform has surged in popularity and prominence. In the
	
		intervening years, the platform has added a whole new device family in the
	
		iPad, sold millions of units, and changed its name from iPhone OS to iOS to
	
		better reflect its multiple uses and perhaps to leave the door open to future
	
		devices.
	


	
		The SDK has also grown in breadth and depth, adding new features, new
	
		frameworks, and new tools. Since the first book, Apple has changed compilers
	
		and has radically overhauled Xcode, the primary iOS development environment.
	
		As we did our day-to-day work with all this new stuff, we’d sometimes
	
		look over the book and notice each time that more and more of it was out-ofdate.
	


	
		The Xcode screenshots, the callbacks to selectors instead of blocks, the
	
		exposure of private variables and method names in the public header—all
	
		this stuff we weren’t using ourselves anymore—it all seemed so…so 2009.
	
		Welcome to the new state of the art development for iOS, with the radically overhauled Xcode 4 toolchain and iOS 5 SDK. With this book you'll accelerate your development for iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. You will learn the new tools like Storyboards, practice on new APIs like the Twitter framework and use the latest features of the Objective-C 2.0 programming language.

		

		Since the iPhone's launch in 2008, the iOS platform has added two new device families, thousands of new APIs, new tools and programming practices, and hundreds of thousands of new apps. iOS SDK Development is the second edition of the bestselling iPhone SDK Development, completely rewritten from the ground up to cover iOS 5's new features.

		

		You'll get hands-on experience working with Objective-C and Xcode 4 as you work through this tutorial-style book with two experienced iOS developers by your side. Along the way, you'll learn the fundamentals of maintainable, performant iOS programming, including:

		

		Making apps that are multi-core-capable, testable, internationalizable, and that use less memory.

		

		Understanding the underlying concepts of touch event handling, drawing and animation, multi-core concurrency, and memory management with iOS 5's new Automatic Reference Counting.

		

		Creating and using unit tests to ensure your app continues to work as intended even as the codebase evolves.

		

		Working through Apple's App Store processes, including preparing apps for submission, avoiding rejections, and understanding crash reports from end users.

		

		Whether you're a first-time iOS developer, or you're looking to get up to speed with all the changes to Apple's tools and frameworks, iPhone SDK Development is the solid grounding you need to master this popular platform.

		

		What You Need:

		

		You need a Mac running Mac OS X Lion (10.7) and Xcode 4.
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Albion and Jerusalem: The Anglo-Jewish Community in the Post-Emancipation Era (Oxford Historical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Lionel de Rothschild's hard-fought entry into Parliament in 1858 marked the emancipation of Jews in Britain--the symbolic conclusion of Jews' campaign for equal rights and their inclusion as citizens after centuries of discrimination. Jewish life entered a new phase: the post-emancipation era. But what did this mean for the Jewish community and...
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Windows PowerShell 3.0 Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to automating Windows administration with Windows PowerShell 3.0


	Teach yourself the fundamentals of Windows PowerShell 3.0 command line interface and scripting language—one step at a time. Written by a leading scripting expert, this practical tutorial delivers learn-by-doing exercises,...
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Handbook of EOQ Inventory Problems: Stochastic and Deterministic Models and Applications (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2013

	The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) inventory model first appeared in 1913, and in its centennial, it is still one of the most important inventory models.  Despite the abundance of both classical and new research results, there was (until now) no comprehensive reference source that provides the state-of-the-art findings on both theoretical...
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Essentials of Probability & Statistics for Engineers & ScientistsPearson Education, 2012


	This text was designed for a one-semester course that covers the essential topics

	needed for a fundamental understanding of basic statistics and its applications in

	the fields of...
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Why Stock Markets Crash: Critical Events in Complex Financial Systems (Princeton Science Library)Princeton Press, 2017

	The scientific study of complex systems has transformed a wide range of disciplines in recent years, enabling researchers in both the natural and social sciences to model and predict phenomena as diverse as earthquakes, global warming, demographic patterns, financial crises, and the failure of materials. In this book, Didier Sornette boldly...
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Ruby Under a Microscope: An Illustrated Guide to Ruby InternalsNo Starch Press, 2013

	
		Ruby is a powerful programming language with a focus on simplicity, but beneath its elegant syntax it performs countless unseen tasks.

		

		Ruby Under a Microscope gives you a hands-on look at Ruby's core, using extensive diagrams and thorough explanations to show you how Ruby is implemented (no C skills...
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